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Tag u n 9 s b e r ich t 50/1983

Mathematische Methoden zur VLSI

27.11 bis 3.12.1983

The first Oberwolfach Conference on 'Mathematische Methoden

• zur VLSI' was organized by M.J. Fischer (New' Haven),M. Fontet

(Paris) "and G. Hotz (Saarbrücken).

The 29 participants came from 7 countries (FRG, USA,' France,

GOR, Israel, N~theriands and Switzerland).

The aim of this conferenee was to bring together people doing

r'esearch in different areas being relevant for VLSI-design and

VLSI-applications. The relatively small number of.partieipants

made it possible to spend a suffieie-nt amount of time ,for eaeh

lecture including a very extensive discussion~ Th~s lead to a

useful dialogue' between people doing research ina mo:r.e theo

retieal direetion on the one side and in a more experimental"

direction on the other side.

It turned out, that a conferenee like this one s.hould not be

restricted to mathematical methods in"-VLSI,' hut it sh6uld con

sider methods and algorithms in the field'of distributed com

puting tao.

s6 all participants of the conference would greatly"~ppreciate

a next conference of this kind.

The 20 lectures.'given at ·the conference eoncerned 'the :following

fields': graph theoretieal problems,

- layout problems (geometry, topology)

- models, algorithms for parallel computation

theoretical lower and upper bounds for 'VLSI,algorithms

- methods for formal specification of VLSI algorithms

- data structures suitable for VLSI

- languages for"network design and geometrical layout

- systems for chip layout

- simulation techniques

- testing problems
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Vortragsauszüge

K. MEHLHORN :

On Switchboxrouting

A switchbox routing problem i5 given as an n by m

rectangular grid and'" ci number of nets N1 ,' ••.• ,NN. A

net is a pair of points on the boundary. A solution

is a set P
1

, ••• ,PN of pairwise edge-disjoint path~'one

for each net~ Path P. connects·the two terminals of
. 1

n~t Ni~ .An.algorithm i8 presented which finds a solution

(if there is one) in time O«n+m)log(n+rn». The algo

rithm finds a solution where ea~h path Pi bends only

0(1) times on the average. "'

(joint work.with F. Preparata)

A. ROSENBERG:

Embeddinq Gra"phs' 'i"n" BO'oks .

We consider the problem of embedding ~ graph in ~ ~oo~,

with the ver~ices lying along the spine o~ the book arid the

ed~es on the p~ges: each~edge lies on a single page, and

edges on'the same page don't cross. We seek' embed~i~gs that

use few pages and that minimize the (cut)width of each p~g~.

Our main results:

(1) exhibit optimal embeddings of a variety of graph fa

milies;

(2) exhibit two cases of a "tight" pagewidth-pagenumber trade

off;

(3) determine the effects of the structure of a graph on its

pagenumber; e.g.: (1a) A graph with a size-B blfurcator

c~n be embedded in (2+~B pages~ (lb) There exist 3-:page

embeddable n-vertex graphs with size Q(n/logn) bifurca-
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tors. (2a) Every valence-d n-vertex graph can be em

bedded in min(n/2,O(d~» pages. (2b) There exist n

vertex valence-d grap~s (fo~ all large n and d>2) that

1/2-1/d
require Oe n 1+0(1» pages.

(logn)

(joint work with F. Chung, T. Leighton)

B. BECKER:

On the Optimal Layout of Planar Graphs' with Fixed Boundary

We consider the (optimal) layout of graphs with respect to

very general cast functions including the p-th power of the

usual Euclidian distance metric for p=2,3, ...• For a large

class of graphs, which occur f.e. in chip layout problems as

the abstract structure of switching circuits, we show"the

existence and uniqueness of the optimal layout.

We get an interesting characterization of non planar layouts

of planar graph5 and show that the optimal layout of planar

graphs is planar (ar at least IInearly planar U
).

This praperty makes it p05sible to decompose the general lay

out problem into two independent problems: i) Find a layout.of

a'circuit, which not necessarily i5 planar, but which has an

"allowed crossing-behaviour"~ i1) Take the 'cros~ing points as

additional nodes of the graph and optimize. Our theorems show

. that thereby no new crossing points will be generated.

(joint work with G. Hotz)

A. CREMERS:

Algorithmic Notation 'for VLSI

A formal specification of a VLSI algorithm serves several

important purposes. It provides a (executable) prototype,

input to the implementation cycle, and a basis for the func

tional description of the device to the embedding environ

men~. Based on the cornputational model of a data space

•

•
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(transition system on a, structured.. state space), an ~algo-'

rithmic notation is developed which combines the concept of'

state with techniques,of functional programming. In this :

notation, state is defined in terms of an ensemble of 'data

defined functions of an associative store, and transitions

are defineq by m~ans of expression-defined functions 'af a'
, processor. The central, notion of side-eff~<?t-fr~e c;:omp~ta:t'i~~

of transitions gives direct access to. the .ap~li~a~.io.n ,~r~.a

of systolie algarithms. For l~cally sync~ro~ized alg;of:i~Jl~~::'.

the nO,tation is extended by a ,simp'le. ~ata_~·f,low,.sch~me 9,~. .

canununication (equivalencin9 o~ synchr.onized _cell:-~ .a~ ...~he ?: :.,

associative store) ..Examples are given fram ,th~ area~.qf.sfg~

n~l processing. and sorting/searching:

(joint work w:i.th T.N.~ Hibbard)

A.BRY~T:

A Swit'ch-level Model' for MOS' nf:gi:t'a'l 'Ci'r'cu:its'

The switch-level ,model qescribes: the logi9al ..~ehav~our of', .

digital eircuits implement~~ in Met?ll-Oxide S~m~.qonductq~_,; ".~.

(MOS) t~~hnol~gy. A c.ircuit .i.s r~pres~nted !?Y a ~etw9rk,' 9f :. ...->~
nades connec~ed by transistor.switches. T~e model~abs~r~~~s.

the acttial electrical behaviour Jn 3- respects :.~ , .. ~..!

.1. Nodes are assigned states form the set '{O,1,X}, where

X represents ei ther an invalid or unknown ,?,qlt~?lg~ .l~ve~. '."

2. The formation of logic states is described bya discre

tized model of transistor resistance~'a~~"~ap~Ci~an~~~~~":~~'~
3. The· sequential behaviour i9. r.epresenet·ed by 'a' ·sequence .::::~

of states· Yo 'Y1 'Y2' •.. where y± is cdiriptited :from Yi":'i: '~.:;:'."

by setting the' transistors ace.or.ding to the st'ates "cf :.. ,'.
their' gate (control). nodes in y i-1 ' . init'lalizing th~' .... ".') .

nades to' states in '.fi-1 and computing' the .. s'teady s~a:te"~"

resp6nse n function. .'
, .

.-. :. ,~ . ~ - ~ "". . .
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It is shown that the steady state response function can be

computed in linear (in the nurnber of transistors) ,time, and

henceoan efficient logic simulator can be implemented based

on this model.

T. LENGAUER:

De'l'ay-Ind'epen"de'n't' Swi't'ch 'leve'l 'Simu'l'a:ti'O'n' o'f MOS Cir'cüi'ts

This work is based on the switch level model for MOS Circuits ~

presented by R. Bryant at this meeting. This model does not

contain any information about delays in the circuit,and does

not simulate circuit timing. In fact, in many applications,

the delay information is not available to the designer at

the time of simulation. However, .if the circuit contains race

conditions delays inside the circuit will not only affect

circuit performance but also circuit functionality. We ;~ro

pose an e~tension of the model that quantifies over all

possible assignments of delays to circuit components and

returns a defined value on a wire onIy if this value ,is

achieved' independently from what the delays are in'the cir

cuit. We give an 0(n2 ) (n= transistors) algorithm for 'com-'

puting the response of the circuit to a stimulus in this

model. We increase the efficiency of the ,algorithm to

O(nn(n» and O(n) for special classes of networks.

I (joint work with S. Näher)

F.P. PREPARATA:

Optimal Fastest Mul'tiplier

According to VLSI theory, [logn, Vö] is the range of com

putation times for which there may exist an AT 2-optimal

multiplier of n-bit integers. Such networks were previously

known for the t~me range [0(10g2n), O(v'ii)j. 'In this paper

we settle this theoretical question, by exhibiting a class

of AT
2
-optimal multipliers with computation t~mes [0(10gn),

O(~)]. These designs are based on the DFT on a Fermat~ing,

whose elements are represented in a redundant radix-4 form

to ensure 0(1) addition time.

(joint work with K. Mehlhorn)
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J.E. SAVAGE:

SLAP - An Automatie System for VLSI Layout

SLAP 1s a fast method for tr~nslating Boolean equat~on~

into chip layouts. It parses Boolean equations and generates

level graphs that are placed in the pl~ne by collecting ver

tices at the same level into a .single row' and then routing

between rows. A user may alter the layout witho~t changing

the initiai functional specification by select1ng 'fram heu~:

ristics for changing the order of elements 'in rows, 'for

giving a relative location to elements in'a~jacent rows-and

for changing the levels of elements. ~

we give a comparison of SLAP to ~rogrammed Logic Arrays (PLA's)

ahd weinberger arrays and then analyse two problems arising~in

SLAP, the "~oW placement" and "row ordering" pröblem.

Experiments with binary adders and multipiiers, binary trees

and meshes of trees, and 'analysis suggest that the methods

described above have promise for"silicon"compilation •

. (joint work with S.P.'Reiss)

M. TCHUENTE:

On "the De"s'i'gn" (,-f" Ef"f"i'ci"en"t· Sys't'Oli"c" 'Al'g"o"ri"t"hms

Most of"systolic algorithms stiffer fromthe drawback that-,

the elementary .cells are active only every.k-th 'time step

(where k ~ 2), which 11mits the degree" of para1lelism and

increases the computation-time (such a1gorithms are- said

to be of efficiency 1/k). We propose an approach based on

the classical divide-and-conquer technique, which, .starting

fram an a1gorithm of efficiency 1/k, yields a new a1gorithm

of e~ficiency one; this approach is i~lustrated On several

examples. As a conclusion we suggest the fo110wing me

thodology for the design of efficient syst01ic algorithms:

1. First construct a simple (non systolic) solution

2. Use the technique introduced by C.E. Leisersen ~o derive
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a k-slowed systolic algorithm

3. Construct a non-slowed systolic solution by applying

the "approach introduced here.

(joint work with Yves Robert)

J.. van LEE',UWEN:

Plan'e' Re"a"liz"a"t'i'ön -Cf Three-Dirrie'n's'io'ria'l VLSI'-De's'i'g'ns

We consider the problem of realizing a three-dimensional

VLSI-design, consisting of v, layers of area A each, in the

'plane. We ~se Thompson's grid-model for the surface of a

(2-dim.) chip and, in three dimensions, its natural genera~

lization with "cells" corresponding to unit size cubes. Thomp

son (1980) essentially observed that a three-dimensional VLSI

design of the given specification can be mapped to (i.e., laid

out in) the two-dimensional plane in a : rectangle of area

O(v2
A) but his argument is rather inaccurate. When done pre

cisely, it shows a ~v2A area bound. We show that (1) there is

an embedding technique "that (as~~ptotically) requires only

(1+E)v2
A area for any E: > 0 and v large, and (ii) there are

three-dimensional designs of v layers of area A each such that

any realization in a two-dimensional plane requires (1-E)v2
A

area foroA sufficiently large. Thus the "v2A" embedding method

(constant of proportionality 1!) is worst case optimal, igno

.ring low order terms.

(joint work with H. Bodlaender et:'al.)
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T. OTTMANN:

Skele·t'on· S'truc'tÜr'e"s' 'tor' Re"p're"s"e"nt"in'g' 'Se"ts' 'o'i' "n'on' '1'5'0

'ori'en't"e"d' Obj'e"c'ts

A number 'o~'techniques fram Computational Geometryhas 'been"

used in order to irnprave certain design 'tools" for'VLSI-cir

cuits 'at le~'st at the lowest design-level, 'the geometrical

level. So far mainly problems involving sets of iso~oriented

rectangles or x-y polygons have been,studled."'One reason for

this fact is this: There are efficient data-~tr~6trire~ arid '

algorithms for ~he !so-oriented case, in par~icular wel1kno~

skeletonstructures like ,the segment treee and interval (file-)

~ree.' At first glance these structures da not'have an analogue

for sets of 'non iso-oriented objects'. However, in this'·t'alk it

is shown, that there is "'a unif"orm way of" transferr1ng line,"
sweep a~gorithm~ and data-structures from the iso-oriented" .

case to the' non,·iso-oriented c2.se~ This i's demonstr~ated by"
the "report intersecting ~air5 problem" which is the "re~ort

,intersecting pairs of rectangles problem" in tihe" 'iso-~o~ient~d
. .'

case and the "~epor~ intersecting pairs of po"l~g<?ns P!o~le:m,"

in the non iso-oriented.case. The crucial notion in thi~ c9P

text 1s the initial placement o~der'~or a.given ~et of line

segments' in t~e plane which 1s stiit~b~e for a line .sw,e~p.•,

E.W. MAYR:

. Te'chni"qu'e's' '-f'o'r" Ef'f'i'c"i"en"t' 'Gr'a'ph Alg"o'r'1thnis' "1n""paral'l'el

" Envi"ro"rune"n"ts ' "

We present new paradigms for efficient 'parallel" graph algd

rithms. These techniques are cailed "aliasi!lg", "f'iltering,i

and "funnelle~ pipelining". They are used tri "d"erive efficient~.

algorithrns for several graph problems, like connected compo

nents, minimum spanning forest~, and biconnected components.
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The algorithms assume that the input is given in form of

adjacency (weight) matrices, and they work in a when- and

where-determinate fashion. The algorithms can be implemented

in VLSI (using tree ~rchitectures), hut also in architec

tures based on a bus- or Ethernet-like structure. Fil~ering

is a process that transforms the input instances into smaller

or simpler problems which s~ill faithfully represent the ori

ginal instance. For the minimum spanning forest and bicon~ec

ted component problem the filtering is done in consecutive,

more and more stageS. Every subsequent stage requires double

the effect of the previous, hut it is also called upon only

half as often. Thus, the stages can be combined into a "fun

nelled" pipeline whose overall period 1s still short. Filte

ring and funnelled pipelining are examples for techniques" to

spread the computational effort in parallel environments even

ly, and to balance the costs for interprocessor communication

and Iocal memory size.

M.J. FISCHER:

Ne consider a system S of deterrninistic asynchronous processes

P1' ... 'P with corresponding input registers x 1 , ... ,x andn . n
write-once output registers Y1' ... 'Y~. Processes communicate

through a message system which can delay a message for an ar

bitrary but" finite time before delivery. A process"fa"ils by

stopping prematurely. A "r"un (with at most 1 faulty process)

is an infinite interleaved sequence of process steps in which

at most one proce~s fails, and every non-failing proces5

takes i.nf initely many steps. S solves the' 'c"ön"S'e-n"S"ü5" problem

if 1. (Termination) V~ Vruns 3j: y. is.written
.... J

2. ~Agreement) VX Vruns: y~~Yj written c> Yi = Yj

3. (Non-triviality) VyE {C,1} 3~'3run 3j: y. written and
J .

Yj = y.

•
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Theorem: The consensus pr~blem has no solution.
. .

Since this problem ~an ~e solved in practice, the theorem

illustrates potential sho!tcorning~ of VLSI simulation models

which ignore timing considerations. Study of-the ~roof should

give insight into timing properties that might be incorpora~

ted into future models to avoid such limitations.
, ,

(joint work with N.A. Lynch and M.S. Paterson)

J.-M. DELOSME:

Mappingof AIgör'i'thnis ÖntÖ VLS'I 'Arc"hi'te'c'tür'es

The task of deriving algorithms and architectures that meet

the objective of performing a task'in real time andwith mi

nimal latency 1s of'practical importance. Algorithms and a-r:"

chitectures. can bedeveloped "simultaneously~ the basic recur

sive identities 'exploited by an 'algorithm are translated ;into

recursions on functional architectural blocks, which in turn

define the' data movement ,~rough an array of elementary blocks

or processors and the functions of the processors •. As an

'example we consider ~he ,case of matrix factorizatlon.

A. MEIER,:

Using a 'GRID FILE fo"r' Man'ägi'ng" VLST Des'i'g"n: 'Da'ta

We consider spatial objects as points in higher-dimensional

space Ce.g. ~ectan~les in the ~lane: 4-dimensional 'record

space}. The search region for poin~ loeation, range queries

or JOlns is cone~shaped. The" GRID FILE, a mul'ti-key access

structure, allows an efficient enumeration of all points in

side, outside or on the boundary 'of s~ch cones. A point loca-
. . '

ti~n requires 2. ~isk accesses, a range query or a join at most

2 disk accesses per data bucket retrieved.
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L. CARTER:

Practical Problems in Random Pattern Tegting

The ideal VLSI testing algorithm would have 5mall cast in

terms of silicon area, performance impact and design conside

ratians, .and would allow inexpensive but accurate testing at

all levels of packaging. In addition, it roust be passible to

field-test the replaceable units and their connectors. Current

test techniques are seen to fall short of the ideal - functio

nal testing is inaccurate, partitioning 1s impractical for

large designs, and deterministic ~esting is expensive (parti

cularly for field-testing) and doesn't model MOS faults weIl.

Random Pattern Signature testing and design-for-testability

techniques offer same hope, but there rernain problems. In ad

dition to discussing those "real world" testing problems, sorne

annecdotal evidence i5 given which demonstratesthattheory and

practice don't always correspond exactly.

R. PINTER:

•

River Routing and' Roüt'abili'ty "An'alysi's' "fo'r purpö'ses of

Placernen"t/Comp'a'c't'i"on

River routing is the problem of laying out wires in a plane

(i.e. one layer) subject to separation and width requirements.

First we review the analysis of the situation for routing wires

across a "smooth" channel, and show how to capture routability •

conditions with line~r inequalities (constraints) 9f the form

x. -x. >a ..• Then we extend the derivation to'deal with single-
1 ) = 1) .

sided connections and "ragged" (Ubumpy") sides. These features

still give rise to routability constraints of the same form;

however, they compl1cate the situation in two ways:

1. there are more constraints in the system due to the inter

action between the single-sided connections;

2. choice - th~re are exponentially many ways to interleave

the "peaks" of two opposite single-sided contours.

_____________________________________________~______.J
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A problem closely related to 2. is NP-complete, but it remains

open ~hether the additional structure present could change this

status.

(joint work with C.E. Leiserson)

M. FONTET:.

"Re'cu"r's'ive' L'ayoüt's' "c'f "Gr"aphs

We ,present a way to implement thS Leighton strategy

for recursive layouts of graphs -"in-<the", cont8xt of circuit

layouts (cells and nets). By the way, we give same evidences
.. ..... ~

that this strategy is far away" from being usab,le to"get ,a~c..e~-

tab~e layouts of" circui~s, even wit~a more accurate th~~~~~

for getting fully balanced' decomposition' trees from decomposi-'

tion trees as we did.

(j,oint work with G. Varenne)

R. KOLLA:

, "On "the' 'Tr"an'sförrtia't'iön' 'öf' Re'cÜr"s'i'V'e'l'y' Defi'n'e'd 'Lo'g-i'ca1

"" Ne'twork's'" 'i'nt'o' E'1'e'c'tr'i'c'a'l' Ne't'wo'r"ks

It is w~1l known that for many boolean func~ions we can find'

short definitions using recursive equations. These recursive

equations can be used to define p1anar 10gica1 networks by

recursions ori morphisms in x-categories. In this talk we de

;monstrate by an example that such recursions can be trans-,

formed inta recursions on morphisms in bi-categories to ob

tain electrical netwarks. In this, cantext electrica1 networks
. ". - . . ... .... .. .~~' ... ~

are networks which contain power supply in addition to nfunc-

tional n
wiri~g'. We campare a method which trallsforms any x

categorial specification with the transformation of recursive

specifications and point out same, problems in,this context.
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P. MOLITOR:

Complete' menus

We consider nets constructed out of a set M of cells and try

to find a set R of relations with the property, that each trans

formation of such a net , which doeSn't change the semantics ,

can be done according to these relations. The following demands

must be made for R: ,. The semantics of the nets is invariant·

under the reiations; 2. R is complete and finite. These demands

are tao general! Therefore we restriet the set M as follows:

M =M, 0 M2 , where M, is a set of cells I whose interpretations

aren't known and M2 is a set of cells , whose interpretations

are known. Def.: R is complete I iff (Vnets m, 1m2): m1 =m
2

(mod R)

<=> m"m2 are equal under all interpretations of the. cells c E M, •

The problem was solved by Hotz (1965) and Claus (1970) for x-ca

tegories. We generalize this result by considering nets , where

the ports are in the south , northand in the west and east.

The problem seerns to be unsolvable, if one doesn't restrict

M1 • For "the special case M
1

= r/J, we get

Thm.: Let be M2 :=" {+ I -.L ,T I ~ I ~ , ----l I L I I ,r l
(crossing I branches, bends) and M1 = r/J; then there exists

a finite and complete set of relations.

•

Berichterstatter: B. Becker
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